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Abstract: In this work, we formulate a path-integral optimization for two dimensional
conformal eld theories perturbed by relevant operators. We present several evidences
how this optimization mechanism works, based on calculations in free eld theories as
well as general arguments of RG ows in eld theories. Our optimization is performed by
minimizing the path-integral complexity functional that depends on the metric and also
on the relevant couplings. Then, we compute the optimal metric perturbatively and nd
that it agrees with the time slice of the hyperbolic metric perturbed by a scalar eld in the
AdS/CFT correspondence. Last but not the least, we estimate contributions to complexity
from relevant perturbations.
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1 Introduction
The AdS/CFT correspondence provides a strong evidence that gravitational spacetimes
can emerges from microscopic quantum theories [1{3]. Usually, the extra radial coordinate
in an AdS is identied with a length scale in the sense of a renormalization group ow [4{9].
One basic way to study the origin of the radial coordinate is to investigate quantum wave
functionals in holographic CFTs at a xed time. Recently, it was proposed that in the
Euclidean path-integral description of wave functionals, the radial direction in the bulk
AdS emerges by optimizing the path-integral for each quantum state [10].
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The optimization procedure can be done as follows. First, imagine that we discretize
the Euclidean path-integral into a lattice theory. Then we change the UV cut o scale
(i.e. lattice spacing) locally [11]. The position dependence of the cut o is systematically
described by introducing a metric such that a unit area corresponds to a single lattice
site [10]. The basic requirement is that the wave functional in this non-trivial metric is
proportional to the wave functional in a trivial metric with a normalization factor which
only depends on the metric and couplings of the theory. As we will see, this requires
position dependent couplings. The optimization, which makes computation of the path-
integral most ecient, is realized by minimizing the overall normalization factor of the
wave functional for the quantum state that we want (such as a CFT vacuum state) when
we change the metric. The main new idea is that after such optimization procedure, the
metric coincides with that of a time slice of holographic dual spacetime, e.g. a hyperbolic
space for a CFT vacuum.
The idea of the path-integral optimization is closely related to the conjecture rst pro-
posed in [12] that MERA tensor networks [13{16] may describe gravity duals and therefore
explain the mechanism behind the AdS/CFT. Since then, there have been many improve-
ments in constructions of tensor networks related to AdS/CFT, such as cMERA [17{19],
perfect tensor networks [20] and random tensor networks [21]. Indeed, quantum states ob-
tained from the path-integral optimization manifestly realize the surface/state correspon-
dence [22], which is the one of the most basic properties when we interpret holographic
spaces as tensor networks. Moreover, the path-integral optimization approach has an ad-
vantage over tensor network approaches that we can take into account backreactions due
to various excitations in a systematic way.
Recently, a very interesting and important problem in the AdS/CFT correspondence
is to estimate complexity of quantum states. In two dimensional CFTs, the logarithm of
the normalization factor of the wave functional is given by the Liouville action and can
be naturally regarded as a path-integral denition of computational complexity for CFT
states [10]. Moreover, the minimization of the Liouville action in various setups leads to
optimal metrics which coincide with time slices of dual AdS/CFT geometries linking the
dynamics of gravity with complexity. A higher dimensional generalization of the path-
integral complexity in CFTs has been given in [23]. Further support and explanations on
the connection between the Liouville action and complexity were given in [24]. On the
gravity side, the holographic complexity in AdS/CFT have been proposed and formulated
in [25{27, 29]. Refer also to [30{34] for evaluations of the circuit complexity in free quantum
eld theories.
The main aim of this paper is to extend this path-integral analysis of holographic
emergent space to non-conformal examples. In particular we are interested in a relevant
perturbation of a given CFT by a primary scalar operator and we generalize our optimiza-
tion procedure to such examples. In order to keep the ground state wave functional for
a perturbed CFT proportional to that in a at metric, we allow the coupling constant of
the perturbation to locally vary when we optimize the path-integral by tuning the metric.
The position dependent coupling constant is naturally identied with the bulk scalar eld.
From this prescription we can determine the generalized path-integral complexity action
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for perturbed CFT that now depends on the metric as well as the couplings. Finally, we
can estimate the metric after the optimization which corresponds to a perturbation of the
hyperbolic space metric as expected from the AdS/CFT.
This paper is organized as follows. In section two, we explain a general formulation of
our path-integral optimization. In section three, we study the path-integral optimization of
two dimensional CFTs and their relevant perturbations. In section four, we present exam-
ples of free scalar and fermion eld theories. In section ve, we give supports of the idea of
the path-integral optimization by studying local RG ow. Moreover, we explicitly perform
the path-integral optimization for two dimensional CFTs with relevant perturbations and
calculate the path-integral complexity. In section six, we compare our results with those in
AdS/CFT. In section seven, we summarize our conclusions and discuss future problems.
In appendix A, we study the path-integral optimization of a massive scalar eld theory to
the leading order in the mass deformation.
2 General formulation of path-integral optimization
Let us start by reviewing our conventions and a general procedure of the path-integral op-
timization for quantum eld theories (QFTs) in d dimensions [10, 11]. Consider a quantum
eld theory in the d dimensional at space Rd. We write the Euclidean time coordinate
and d   1 dimensional space coordinates by  and x, respectively. It is useful to dene
the coordinate z =   , which is later, in comparison with holography, identied with that
of the extra dimension in AdS. In the actual computations, we will set d = 2 later. We
represent all quantum elds in the QFT by '(x; z) and represent all coupling constants in
this QFT by 0.
The wave functional 	 of the QFT vacuum state can be computed by an Euclidean
path-integral on a at half space  1 <  <   (or equally  < z <1) as
	g0;0 ['(x)] =
Z Y
x
Y
<z<1
[D'(x; z)] e Sg0;0 [']
Y
x
('(x; )  '(x)); (2.1)
where g0 denotes the at space metric on which we perform the path-integration
ds2 =
1
2
(dx2 + dz2): (2.2)
Here
p
 is an energy scale. The innitesimally small parameter  is the UV cut o (lattice
spacing) and we introduce the rule that there is a single lattice site in a unit area of the
background metric. For the at metric (2.2), we can take a square lattice such that there
are Ld=d lattice sites in the square 0 < x; z < L. We also chose the end point of the path-
integral to be z =  instead of z = 0 just for convenience. In the following we will make a
choice of units, setting  = 1. The action with this metric and the coupling constant 0 is
denoted by Sg0;0 ['].
2.1 Optimization procedure
Now we are in a position to state our optimization procedure. We allow the metric g0 and
coupling constants 0 to non-trivially depend on the coordinates (x; z). Namely, we write
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them as g(x; z) and (x; z) and impose the boundary conditions
g(x; ) = g0; (x; ) = 0: (2.3)
At z =  the metric remains same as the original metric and thus the elds are not
rescaled. So we need to impose this boundary condition which is same as what is used for
the original wavefunctional, so that after the rescaling of the metric (and the elds) the
new wavefunctional will be same as the original one.
In general, the wave functional obtained from the Euclidean path-integral on this
curved space with the position dependent coupling constants
	g(x;z);(x;z)['(x)] =
Z Y
x
Y
<z<1
[D'(x; z)] e Sg(x;z);(x;z)[']
Y
x
('(x; )  '(x)); (2.4)
diers from the original one 	g0;0 ['(x)] (2.1) in a nontrivial fashion. However, if we
ne tune g(x; z) and (x; z), then we can nd non-trivial functions g(x; z) and (x; z)
which, in the path integral approach, give rise to wave functionals proportional to the one
computed with their boundary values 	g(x;z);(x;z)['(x)] / 	g0;0 ['(x)]. This means that
they describe the same quantum state. More precisely, for these functions we can write
	g(x;z);(x;z)['(x)] = e
N [g;] N [g0;0] 	g0;0 ['(x)]: (2.5)
The optimization procedure can be completed by minimizing the normalization factor, or
equivalently minimizing the functional N [g; ] with respect to g(x; z) and (x; z). The
position dependent metric and coupling constants which minimize N [g; ] are written as
gmin and min and later we will suggest that they correspond to the metric and bulk elds on
a time slice of AdS for holographic CFTs. In addition, we dene the quantity N [gmin; min]
as the path-integral complexity (denoted by C[0]) for the vacuum state in the QFT, given
by the wave functional 	g0;0 ['(x)]:
C[0]  Ming(x;z);(x;z) N [g(x; z); (x; z)]: (2.6)
It is also straightforward to extend the path-integral optimization to general excited states.
This is because once we have a path-integral description of a quantum state, which we want
to consider (e.g. inserting local operators in the middle of the path-integral) is given, in
principle, the optimization by locally deforming the metric and coupling constants can
be performed.
2.2 Interpretation
Before we go on to explicit examples, let us explain an intuitive idea behind our prescription.
First, consider a numerical computation of path-integral to calculate 	g0;0 ['(x)] (2.1). We
normally ne-grain both z and x coordinate for the metric (2.2) such that the size of each
cell is given by z = x = . What we have in our mind here is that, we perform the
discretization of the path-integral in a way, such that each unit area square corresponds
to a tensor Ta1;a2;:::;an . For example, in gure 1 we can interpret each square cell as a
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tensor with 4 indices (n = 4). When two cells are attached along an edge, we contract the
corresponding indices. The path-integral is then approximated by all of such contraction of
all these tensors.1 However, if we think about the path-integral in an early time  !  1,
we do not need such ne grained information of the wave functional at that time as we
path-integrate for a long time afterwards, as explained in [10, 11, 23]. This means that we
can coarse-grain the cells in the past. In order to reproduce the correct wave functional
	g0;0 ['(x)], we need to reduce the amount of coarse-graining as the time evolves, ending
up with the ned grained lattice at z = . In terms of the tensors, we have to recombine
the initial tensors and replace them by fewer numbers eective tensors. The righthand side
of the gure 1 shows this coarse grained geometry where again each of cells is interpreted
as a tensor with 5 indices (n = 5). Again contractions of all indices of these tensors
give the discretized path-integral. This coarse-graining procedure can be systematically
described by locally changing the metric and coupling constants as g(x; z) and (x; z) with
the boundary condition (2.3).
Next, we want to make the numerical computation of the path-integral the most e-
cient; the process which we call the optimization of the path-integral. Notice that here we
do not want to change the dependence of the nal wave functional on the eld conguration
after the path-integration, which gives the constraint (2.5). We minimize the amount of
algebraic computations in a lattice regularization to obtain the correct ground state wave
functional. We argue this can be performed by minimizing the overall normalization of
wave functional, given by eN [g;] in (2.5). This is because N [g; ] is an obvious measure
which estimates the number of path-integral operations to obtain a given quantum state.
This argument was also justied in [24] from the viewpoint of complexity of MERA tensor
networks [13, 14], which describe ground states of CFTs in two dimensions.
3 Path-integral optimization of 2D CFTs and relevant peturbations
A class of QFTs where the optimization procedure is tractable is given by two dimensional
conformal eld theories [10]. Here rst we would like to briey review an explicit optimiza-
tion procedure for two dimensional CFTs, focusing on the vacuum state. Refer to [23] for
more detailed computations as well as generalization to excited states. In addition, we will
present an argument which provides an extra support of our procedure. Next we turn to
the main aim of this work i.e. the path-integral optimizations of QFTs dened by relevant
perturbations of two dimensional CFTs.
3.1 Path-integral optimization of 2D CFTs
For conformal eld theories, to optimize the path-integral, we only need to change the
background metric locally. Therefore we can suppress the dependence on coupling constants
0. In two dimensions, the metric can be chosen to be conformally at,
ds2 = e2(x;z)(dz2 + dx2): (3.1)
1Intuitively we can think that we have written the total path-integral as a product of transfer matrices
and each of these tensors represents these transfer matrices.
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As we already explained, we arrange a lattice regularization for any given (x; z) such that
each lattice cell has the unit area in the metric ds2 given by (3.1). Thus, increasing 
means a ne-graining. In the original UV theory, we take the at metric (2.2) i.e
e(x;z) = 1=  e0 : (3.2)
The advantage of considering CFTs is that the Weyl rescaling (3.1) does not change the
quantum state owing to the local scale invariance. Therefore the vacuum wave functional
computed by (2.4) coincides with the original one up to the normalization factor given by
an exponential of Liouville action [35, 36]
	g=e2 ['(x)] = e
SL[] SL[0] 	g=e20 ['(x)]; (3.3)
where SL is the Liouville action
SL[] =
c
24
Z
dxdz
h
(@x)
2 + (@z)
2 + e2
i
; (3.4)
where c stands for the central charge of the CFT. This way, the path-integral complex-
ity (2.5) is simplify identied with the Liouville action N [g = e2] = SL[]. Note that if
we restore units the potential term in the action will attain the standard form e2.
The optimization can be achieved by minimizing the Liouville action SL[] with the
boundary condition (2.3) at z =  i.e.
(x; ) = 0 =   log : (3.5)
Assuming the space coordinate x is non-compact  1 < x < 1, this minimization leads
to the following simple solution
e(x;z) =
1
z
: (3.6)
Thus the optimized metric coincides with that of a two dimensional hyperbolic space H2,
which agrees with the time slice of AdS3 [10].
We would also like to point out the property of wave functional in CFTs (3.3) follows
from the well-known scaling property of primary operators in any CFTs (see e.g. [37]):
hO(x1; z1)O(x2; z2)   O(xn; zn)ig=e2
=
 
nY
i=1
e i((xi;zi) 0)
!
hO(x1; z1)O(x2; z2)   O(xn; zn)ig=e20 ; (3.7)
where i = hi + hi is the conformal dimension of each operator Oi. If we set z1 = z2 =
   = , then the condition (3.5) tells us the overall factor in the r.h.s. of (3.7) is one and
thus the correlation functions at z =  does not change under the optimization. On the
other hand, we can calculate this correlation function from the path-integration
hO1(x1)O2(x2)   i =
R
D' j	g=e2 [']j2 O1O2   R
D' j	g=e2 [']j2
: (3.8)
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Z
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a5
Figure 1. The sketch of the scale transformation and the correlation function. The left and right
picture corresponds to the path-integral representation of correlation function before and after the
optimization, respectively. A tensor is attached on the face of each of these cells. In the left
picture there are tensor with 4 legs (Ta1;a2;a3a4) attached on the faces of the cells. After the coarse
graining procedure these tensors are replaced by some eective tensors (Ta1;a2;a3;a4;a5) as shown in
the right picture.
Here we regard the correlation functions as the path-integration over a space dened by a
double copy of (3.1) with Oi inserted on the center line. Refer to gure 1 for a sketch of
this identity. The fact that the correlation functions is invariant under the optimization
shows that the wave functional should be proportional to the original one as in (3.3). This
provides another derivation of the claim (3.11) for 2d CFTs.
3.2 Path-integral optimization of perturbed 2D CFTs
In this subsection we consider a deformation of a two dimensional CFT by a primary
operator O(x) with a position dependent coupling (x; z) and a nontrivial metric. The
action in at space is
Sg0;0 ['] = S
CFT
g0 ['] + 
2 0
Z
dxdz
p
g0 O(x; z); (3.9)
where '(x; z) represent all dynamical elds in the given CFT;  is the conformal dimension
of the primary scalar operator O(x; z). The path-integration (2.1) gives the wave functional
	g=e20 ;0 for the perturbed CFT vacuum.
Next we allow the metric and coupling 0 to depend on coordinates x and z in order
to optimize the path-integral. This way, the new deformed action looks like
Sg;['] = S
CFT
g ['] + 
2 
Z
dxdz
p
g(x; z)O(x; z): (3.10)
Next, we would like to focus on a special choice of (x; z), written as (x; z), such that
the wave functional 	g=e2; , computed as in (2.4), remains the same as the original one
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	g=e20 ;0 up to a normalization factor:
	g=e2; ['(x)] = e
N [e2;] N [e20 ;0] 	g=e20 ;0 ['(x)]: (3.11)
This condition xes (x; z) in terms of the function (x; z) and the initial condition 0 
(x; ) (recall (2.3)). Note also that we clearly have =0 = 0 by denition. We will give
a general argument how to choose (x; z) which satises the relation (3.11) in section 5.
The optimization can now be completed by minimizing the functional N [e2; ] with
respect to (x; z). We will present explicit calculations of this procedure below in pertur-
bation theory.
The claim (3.11) is essentially equivalent to the following identity for any correlation
functions at z =  via the expression (3.8):
hO1(x1; )O2(x2; )   On(xn; )ig=e2 = hO1(x1; )O2(x2; )   On(xn; )i0g=e20 : (3.12)
Here we again dened the correlation function by the path-integration over a space dened
by a double copy of (3.1) with Oi inserted on the time slice z =  (refer to gure 1 again).
We can derive (3.12) from (3.11) by noticing that the correlation functions can be computed
by taking derivatives with respect to sources , where we neglect contact terms which come
from the derivatives of N [e2; ] at z =  (this will be explained in section 5.3).
4 Free eld examples
In order to provide a support to our proposal, below we begin by analyzing our optimization
procedure for the simplest models: free massive scalar eld theory and free massive fermion
theory in two dimensions.
4.1 Massive free scalar
Consider the action of a massive free scalar in a two dimensional space with a general
metric (3.1)
Sscalarg; =
1
2
Z
dxdz
p
g(gab@a'@b') +
1
2
2
Z
dxdz
p
g(x; z)'(x; z)2; (4.1)
where (x; z) is the square of a position dependent mass. Let us choose  as follows
(x; z) = (x; z) = 0e
 2((x;z) 0); (4.2)
where we assume 0 is a constant. In this case, even when  is non-trivial, we have
Sscalarg; =
1
2
Z
dxdz
 
(@x')
2 + (@z')
2

+
1
2
Z
dxdz0'(x; z)
2; (4.3)
which is just the action of a massive free scalar in the at space.
To compute the wave functional we decompose the eld into
'(x; z) = '(x; z) + (x; z); (4.4)
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where ' is the classical solution to equation of motion with the boundary condition '(x; z =
0) = '(x). It is explicitly written using Fourier transform as follows
'(x; z) =
Z 1
 1
dk'(k)eikx 
p
k2+0(z ): (4.5)
The function (x; z) (with vanishing boundary condition at z = ) describes quantum
uctuations around the classical solution. Then we get the wave functional
	g=e2; ['(x)]
= e
 Sscalarg0;0 ['] 
Z Y
x;z
[D(x; z)]e 
1
2
R
dxdz[(@)2+02] 
Y
x
 [(x; z = 0)] ; (4.6)
where Sscalarg0;0 ['] gives the classical contribution (we performed the Fourier transformation)
Sscalarg0;0 ['] = 
Z
dk
p
k2 + 0 '( k)'(k): (4.7)
It is obvious that this classical part does not depend on the Weyl factor (x; z). The
other factor is the partition function of  with the Dirichlet boundary condition (x; z =
0) = 0 and does not depend on the eld '(x). The latter gives an overall normalization
factor which depends on  and 0:
eN [e
2;] =
Z Y
x;z
[D(x; z)]g=e2 e
  1
2
R
dxdz[(@)2+02]

(x;z=0)=0
: (4.8)
Note that the above path-integration over  non-trivially depends on  because the path-
integration is performed with an integration measure with a UV cut o which is specied
by the metric g = e2. If we set 0 = 0, then N [e
2; 0] agrees with the Liouville action
SL[] as the theory gets conformally invariant. For general values of 0, the full evaluation
of N [e2; ] is not straightforward. We will discuss results to the rst order perturbation
of the mass square m20 = 0 in the appendix A, employing the calculations in [38]. In
this analysis, however, we nd non-standard results with logarithmic terms because the
operator '2 in the massless scalar CFT is not a primary operator in two dimensions.
4.2 Massive free fermions
The derivation for massive free fermion is analogous to the scalar case. We start with the
two dimensional action in metric (3.1)
Sfermiong;m =
Z
dxdz
p
g  r   
Z
dxdz
p
gm(x; z)   : (4.9)
Then, in the Weyl rescaled metric (3.1), fermion elds are transformed as
 (z; x)! e  12(z;x) (z; x);  (z; x)! e  12(z;x)  (z; x); (4.10)
however, the covariant derivative with spin connection renders the kinetic term Weyl in-
variant (free fermion CFT).
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On the other hand, we ne-tune the space dependent mass to
m(x; z) = m0e
 ((x;z) 0); (4.11)
and cancel the additional Weyl factor from the metric determinant. This way, the full
classical action in our Weyl-rescaled metric becomes the free massive fermion in at space
Sfermiong;m =
Z
dxdz  (@  m0) : (4.12)
Now, when computing the wave functional, we have to be a bit more careful than for
bosons. Namely, the equations of motion for fermions read
@  m = 0; @   +m  = 0: (4.13)
Then, in the computation of the wave functional, we split the eld into the classical part
with a given boundary condition and a quantum part that vanishes at the boundary
 =  c + ;  =  c + : (4.14)
If we now impose equations (4.13) for  c and  c, the classical action vanishes. To cure
this problem we follow Wilczek and Larsen [39] that discussed a similar issue for the mass
less case. Their main point is that, for uniqueness of the classical fermion elds with xed
boundary conditions, it is enough to impose the Klein-Gordon equation (and not Dirac)
obtained by application of the conjugate operators to (4.13) 
@@  m20

 c =
 
@@  m20

 c = 0: (4.15)
From there, with analogy to the free massive boson, we perform the path integral over 
and  that leaves us with the ratio of the wave functionals
	[  ; ]g=e2
	[  ; ]g0=e20
 eN [g;m] N [g0;m0] = det [
@  m]
det [@  m0] : (4.16)
Clearly, as for bosons, this ratio will depend on the eld  that we use in the computation
of the determinant in the numerator (UV regulator specied by the rescaled metric).
Note that for fermions the mass term is a primary operator so this example satises the
requirements of our perturbative computations. It would also be very interesting to gen-
eralize Mabuchi action approach [38] to fermions.
5 Optimizing relevant perturbations in 2D CFTs
In this section we would like to explicitly analyze the path-integral optimization procedure
in general two dimensional CFTs with relevant perturbations. We will analyze leading con-
tributions in perturbation theory in a position dependent coupling. For earlier arguments
on RG ows with the position dependent couplings (local RG ows) refer to e.g. [40{42].
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5.1 Wilsonian RG ow
As we explained, the key idea of the path-integral optimization was that we keep the same
quantum state even if we Weyl-rescale the metric by e2, by locally changing the coupling
constants. Let us interpret this in terms of RG ows. In RG ows, we change the energy
scale without changing the physics. In particular, we take  to be the cut o scale in the
Wilsonian sense and consider the coupling constant at this scale (). The theory does
not change if () satises the RG equation

d()
d
=  (()) ; (5.1)
where  is the beta function. The partition function Z and correlation function satisfy the
Callan-Symanzik equation

d
d
+ ()
d
d
+ ()

Z[; ] = 0; (5.2)
where () represents extra contributions which break the conformal symmetry, such as
the conformal anomaly.
5.2 Local RG ow
In our setup with the metric (3.1), our rule was that the size of a single lattice site is the
unit area in this metric. Therefore if we write the size of lattice in the coordinate x and z,
we have
x = z = e : (5.3)
Remember that the original ne-grained lattice corresponds to e = 1=  e0 or equiva-
lently x = z = . The regularization (5.3) can be identied with the cut o scale  in
the Wilsonian RG ow via the relation
 = e: (5.4)
The large/small  corresponds to the UV/IR limit. Therefore, in order not to change the
theory, we need to take  =  such that
d
d
= (): (5.5)
The beta function for the operator O(x) with the dimension  is given in a standard way
() = (  2)+O(2): (5.6)
Now, for our path-integral optimization, we need to introduce a position dependent
cut o as we already explained before. Thus we need to regard  = e as a function of
coordinates (x; z). Accordingly, we need to consider a local version of the beta function
equations (5.5), (5.6) which look like
(x; z)
(x0; z0)
=  []
(x;z)
(x0;z0) ; (5.7)
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where
 []
(x;z)
(x0;z0) = (  2)(x; z)  (x  x0)(z   z0) +O(2): (5.8)
Even though the higher order terms O(2) are expected to be non-local in general, we can
neglect such higher order contributions in our leading order analysis below. By solving (5.7)
with the boundary condition j=0 = 0, we obtain the form of  to the leading order
of  expansion as follows
 = e
( 2)( 0)  0 +O(20): (5.9)
Similarly, the Callan-Symanzik equation (5.2) is locally written as

(x; z)
+
Z
dx0dz0 [](x
0;z0)
(x;z) 

(x0; z0)
+ [](x;z)

Z[; ] = 0: (5.10)
In particular, when the relevant perturbation is turned o,  = 0, we have (x; z) =
c
12 (@
2
x+@
2
z )(x; z) and the solution is given in terms of the Liouville action as Z[] = e
SL[]
as expected to be true for any two dimensional CFTs.
More generally, if we focus on the partition function Z[; ], which only depends on
 and 0, we can rewrite (5.10) into

(x; z)
+ [](x;z)

Z[; ] = 0; (5.11)
where (x;z) should be interpreted as the total derivative as opposed to the partial deriva-
tive in (5.10). This is formally solved as
Z[; ]
Z[0; 0]
= exp
"
 
Z
dxdz
Z (x;z)
0
(x; z)[](x;z)
#
: (5.12)
Now if we consider the path-integral for the vacuum wave functional (2.4) with the
boundary condition (2.3), the above property (5.12) leads to the relation (3.11) for the
choice of  given by (5.7) and (5.9).
5.3 Evaluation of the normalization N [e2; ]
In this subsection we use perturbation theory to calculate the normalization functional
N [e2; ] in (3.11), which measures the path-integral complexity. For simplicity we focus
on the case where the coupling 0 is constant. In this case we can assume that  only
depends on z.
In perturbation expansion in 0 the normalization can be written in terms of correlators
in the CFT dened on the upper half plane with a boundary at z = .
N [e2; ] = SL[] +N1pt[e
2; ] +N2pt[e
2; ] +O(
3
) (5.13)
where the rst order contribution is
N1pt[e
2; ] =  2 
Z
dxdze2(x;z)(z)hO(x; z)i (5.14)
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while the second order contribution is
N2pt[e
2; ] =
1
2
4 2
 
2Y
i=1
Z
dxidzi
p
g
!
(z1)(z2)


hO(x1; z1)O(x2; z2)i   hO(x1; z1)ihO(x2; z2)i

: (5.15)
Notice that at this order,  is proportional to 0 as in (5.9).
Consider rst N1pt[e
2; ]. This is non-vanishing because the CFT correlator has
to be evaluated on the upper half plane whose boundary is at z = . The full answer
depends on the boundary condition. On the other hand, if we assume the relation (3.11),
the functional N [e2; ] should not depend on the boundary condition.
2 Therefore, to
analyze this boundary contribution, we can take the simplest boundary condition e.g.
a conformal boundary condition for the basic eld. Then, one point function with our
appropriately prescribed cut o is given by
hO(x; z)i = b0  e
 (x;z)
(z2 + e 2(x;z))=2
; (5.16)
for some constant b0. This leads to
N1pt[e
2; ] =  2 
Z
dxdz e2(x;z)(z)hO(x; z)i
'  b0
Z
dx
Z 1

dz
0
(z2 + e 2(x;z))=2
'  b0
Z
dx e( 1)(x;)
=  b01 
Z
dx; (5.17)
where b is a constant proportional to b0 up to a O(1) positive constant, which depends
on the detail of the UV regularization; we again ignored O(20) terms in (5.9) because the
integral is localized at z = , where we have  = 0. Also we have assumed  > 1 while
performing the integral in (5.17) to avoid IR divergence. Notice that in principle, the sign
of b depends on the choice of the relevant perturbation. If we consider a mass perturbation
of scalar eld theories, it is obvious that we have b > 0 (and b0 > 0). If the operator O has
a Z2 symmetry 0 $  0, then a Z2 symmetric boundary condition leads to b = b0 = 0,
for example in the case of free fermion theories.
Note that this contribution does not depend on the metric . As we will see soon
the one point function does not contribute to our optimization procedure, but it gives a
constant divergent term for the total complexity (see below), assuming 1 <  < 2.
Let us now consider the O(20) contribution, N2pt[e
2; ]. We will rst evaluate this
ignoring the boundary at z = , denoting this by Nplane2pt [e
2; ]. We will then consider the
eect of the boundary. If we use the formula (3.7) for CFTs (for that we need to take the
2Indeed explicit calculations in free scalar eld theory show that the divergent contributions are inde-
pendent of the boundary conditions.
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CFT point  = 0) then we immediately nd that if the integrals over x1;2 and z1;2 converged,
then we would nd that this contribution to N [e2; ]  N [e20 ; 0] = SL[]   SL[0], i.e.
coincide with the conformally invariant case. However, there are actually UV divergences
when x1; z1 and x2; z2 get closer in the integrals, which we have to regulate.
For this, we introduce a position dependent UV cut o such that we dene the full plane
two-point function of the operators on the Weyl rescaled background (3.1) to be
hO(x1; z1)O(x2; z2)iplane =
e (x1;z1) (x2;z2) jx1   x2j2 + jz1   z2j2 + e (x1;z1) (x2;z2) ; (5.18)
where  = h+ h is the conformal dimension of the primary eld O. Note that at the UV
point e = 1= we have the ne-grained regularization   jx1   x2j2 + jz1   z2j2 + 2  as
usual. For more general values of , the above choice follows from the position dependent
cut o (5.3).
This way, by performing the regularized integrals, the quadratic term in (5.15) is
evaluated as follows:3
Nplane2pt =
1
2
4 2
Z
dx1dz1e
2(x1;z1)
Z
dx2dz2e
2(x2;z2)(z1)(z2)hO(x1; z1)O(x2; z2)i
' 1
2
Z
dx1dz1
Z
dx2dz2
20 jx1   x2j2 + jz1   z2j2 + e (x1;z1) (x2;z2)
' 
2
0
4(  1)
Z
dxdz e(2 2)(x): (5.19)
In the above computation we kept only terms which do not vanish in the continuum limit
! 0. We neglect the derivative terms because they accompany positive power of   e 
for example, 20e
(2 4)(@z)2  4 2. Also note that we need to impose 1 <  < 2 so
that the term (5.19) satises this non-vanishing condition in the  ! 0 limit. This range
of conformal dimension corresponds to the standard quantization (+ quantization) in the
AdS/CFT [43]. It will be an interesting future problem to work out how the alternative
quantization (  quantization) can be realized in our formalism.
The expression for N2pt[e
2; ] in (5.19) needs modication due to the presence of the
boundary at z = . Pretty much like the one point function, we expect that the divergent
terms do not depend on the boundary values of the basic elds of the CFT and we can use
conformal boundary conditions. This is because the divergence arises only either when two
bulk points get closer or when at least one of them get closer to the boundary. The latter
contributions have been already taken into account in the one point function contribution
N1pt[e
2; ] (5.17). We also expect that the answer is independent of the Liouville mode.
In this way, we nd that N2pt[e
2; ] is given by Nplane2pt [e
2; ] i.e. (5.19). Clearly, this
shows that the normalization factor eN [e
2;] depends on the coupling  non-trivially.
Nevertheless, if we take functional derivatives of N [e2; ] with respect to (x; z =
) = 0(x; z = ), this extra contributions from N [e
2; ] are all delta functional terms
3We used the formula
R1
0
rdr
(r2+a2)
= 1
2( 1)a
2 2, when  > 1.
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(x1   x2)    , which we can neglect. This supports the derivation of (3.12) as well as our
claim (3.11).
In principle, we can proceed with perturbative expansion to higher orders and, if we
keep only terms which survive the UV limit ! 0, we expect the following structural form
of the normalization functional
N [e2; ] = SL[] +N1pt[e
2; ] +
Z
dxdz
1X
n=2
hn  (0)ne(2+( 2)n); (5.20)
where hn are numerical coecients related to the n point function contribution.
5.4 Complexity functional
Based on [10], we regard the normalization functional N [e2; ] as a measure of complexity
of each wave functional. As stated in (2.6), the minimum of this functional with respect
to the variations of the metric gives a measure of complexity of the given quantum state,
called the path-integral complexity.
As we have already stressed, we assume that the dimension of O is in the range
1 <  < 2. Then, our perturbative results up to the quadratic order lead to the following
complexity functional4
N [e2; ] ' SL[] +N2pt[e2; ] +N1pt[e2; ]
=
c
24
Z
dxdz
h
(@)2 + e2 + 20e
(2 2)
i
  b1 0
Z
dx; (5.21)
which only depends on  and 0.
The path-integral complexity C[0], as given in (2.6), is obtained by minimizing
N [e2; ] by varying the function (z), imposing the boundary condition (z = ; x) = 0
and the relation (5.9). The value of the coecent b (and b0) is expected to be O(c) in
general as in the holographic dual of BCFT [44, 45].
Let us now consider the solution of the minimization procedure that gives the condition
N [e2; ]

= 0: (5.22)
Given our path integral general complexity functional (5.21), we can now nd the pertur-
bative correction around the 0 = 0 solution (3.6) as follows
e(z) = z 1

1  
2
0
2(5  2)z
 2+4 +   

: (5.23)
This result agrees with our intuitive expectations. Namely, the presence of a relevant
perturbation reduces the degrees of freedom in the IR region and we can coarse-grain the
path-integral more in the IR region. Indeed, the function e(z) of (5.23) is reduced in the
IR region.
4it is convenient to redene 0 as
1
4( 1)
2
0 ! c2420.
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Next, from the optimized metric, we can estimate a perturbative correction to the path
integral complexity from the relevant perturbation. Notice that we can expand
(@)2 + e2 ' 2z 2 + 3  2
5  2
2
0z
2 2 +    ;
20e
(2 2) ' 20z2 2 +    : (5.24)
Therefore the change of the path-integral complexity is nally evaluated as
C[0]  C[0] ' L20
Z 1

dz
4(2 )
5  2 z
2 2   bL01 ; (5.25)
where L =
R
dx is the total length of the spatial direction.
When 32 <  < 2, the rst contribution in (5.25) gets UV divergent as
C[0]  C[0] ' 4(2 )
(5  2)(2  3)L
2
0
3 2   bL01 : (5.26)
It is worth noting that the bulk contribution (i.e. the rst term in (5.26) on the r.h.s.)
is always positive. The reason for this positive bulk contribution is obvious because the
additional perturbative term is quadratic with the positive coecient. Also note that, in
particular when  = 3=2, we expect a logarithmic contribution   L20 log .
On the other hand, if 1 <  < 32 , we need to remember that the expansion (5.23)
breaks down when z gets larger such that 0z
 +2  1. Thus the rst term in (5.25) is
estimated to the following nite contribution:

Z (0) 1 2

dz
4(2 )
5  2 z
2 2 =
4(2 )
(5  2)(3  2)(0)
3 2
 2 ; (5.27)
which leads to the behavior
C[0]  C[0]  L(0)
1
2    bL01 : (5.28)
In both the cases the leading contribution to (C[0] C[0]) comes from the one-point
function due to the presence of the boundary (i.e. the second term in (5.25) on the r.h.s.),
however the sign of this contribution depends on the choice of the relevant perturbation.
6 Comparison with AdS/CFT
Finally we would like to explore a possible connection between our path-integral optimiza-
tion result for the relevant perturbation and known results in the AdS/CFT correspon-
dence. For that, we consider the setup of Einstein gravity coupled to a single massive
scalar eld  with the mass M in d+ 1 dimensions
Igravity =
1
16GN
Z
dd+1x
p G

R  1
2
(@)2 +
d(d  1)
R2AdS
  1
2
M22

: (6.1)
We will set RAdS = 1 below. The conformal dimension of the operator O dual to  is given
by the holographic dictionary  = d2 +
q
d2
4 +M
2. When we add the external perturbations
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given by (3.10), accordingly to the standard bulk to boundary relation, the solution of the
scalar eld  looks like
(z; x) = zd 0(x) + zhO(x)i+    : (6.2)
This motivates us to identify the bulk scalar in AdS as our running coupling constant (5.9).
Namely, to the leading order
(z; x)  d (z; x) = 0(x)e( d) +O(20): (6.3)
Now let us focus on the AdS3=CFT2 (i.e. d = 2) and aim to solve the Einstein equations
for the back-reacted metric from the scalar eld. We can refer to [46] for the perturbative
solution to the Einstein equation. We assume (x) is a constant 0. It takes the form
5
ds2 =
1
y2
 
dy2 + f(y)( dt2 + dx2) ;
f(y) = 1  
2
0
4
y4 2 +
1X
k=1
ak
 
0y
2 k+2 ; (6.4)
where ak are numerical coecients, which are computable.
If we take the time slice t = 0 and redene the coordinate y into z = z(y) so that the
metric takes the conformal gauge form (3.1), then we nd
e(z) ' z 1

1  2 
4(5  2)
2
0z
4 2

; (6.5)
where we used the perturbative map between z and y
z(y) ' y

1 +
20
8(5  2)y
4 2

: (6.6)
This metric agrees with (5.23) up to a numerical O(1) factor, which depends on the details
of UV regularization and normalization of the operator O. It is also intriguing to note that
the form of f(z) (6.4) w.r.t. 0 perturbation agrees with the general form (5.20).
Last but not the least, this match supports our proposal that the space obtained
from the path-integral optimization (via the minimization of the path-integral complexity)
describes the canonical time slice in the gravity dual.
7 Conclusions and discussions
In this work, we explored the path-integral optimization and the path-integral complexity
for two dimensional CFTs with relevant perturbations. We pointed out the invariance
of correlation functions (3.12) under the optimization is essentially equivalent to the basic
condition (3.11) of optimization for wave functionals. Since the former follows from the con-
formal invariance, we could derive the latter, which is the basic assumption of path-integral
optimization, for CFTs. We gave an argument based on local RG ows that supports our
5Here, we neglect the expansions from the normalizable mode f(y) =   + y2(b1 + : : :).
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condition (3.11) for two dimensional CFTs with a relevant perturbation by a primary op-
erator O. This allowed us to formulate the path-integral optimization and complexity for
two dimensional CFTs with relevant perturbations. We explicitly calculated the leading
perturbative contribution to path-integral complexity as well as the optimized metric.
Our path-integral complexity has two contributions in the leading order of the relevant
perturbation 0: the bulk term Cbulk and the boundary term Cbdy. The latter comes
from the one point function of the CFT in the presence of a boundary. This leads to the
divergent term Cbdy =  bL1 , where L is the spatial length of our two dimensional
spacetime. The sign of b depends on the choice of O. The sign of b depends on the eld
theory we consider. For example, b is positive for the mass deformation
R
0'
2 in the free
scalar eld theory. In the free fermion theory, we expect b = 0 due to the chiral symmetry.
The bulk term Cbulk is quadratic in the leading order of 0. When the conformal
dimension  of the primary operator O is in the range 32 <  < 2, we nd the positively
divergent contribution Cbulk / L3 220 as in (5.26). When  = 32 , this becomes a
logarithmic divergence Cbulk /  L20 log . When 1 <  < 32 , we only nd a nite
contribution Cbulk / (0)
1
2  to the path-integral complexity as in (5.28). By comparing
this with the AdS/CFT analysis, we nd a matching between our optimized metric and the
back-reacted metric of time slice on an asymptotically AdS with a scalar eld perturbation.
It is also intriguing to compare our results with holographic complexity. Firstly, the
holographic complexity equals volume conjecture [25, 26], which is equivalent to the holo-
graphic quantum information metric [47, 48], corresponds to the choice of dierent com-
plexity functional CV [; 0] =
R
dxdze2 in our formulation, where the optimization is
done by minimizing the action (5.21). It is obvious in this calculation that the complexity
decreases under relevant perturbations because the metric gets reduced (see also [49, 50]).
The contribution proportional to V 20
d+1 2 was found in [51, 52] for AdSd+1=CFTd
setup, whose form coincides with our Cbulk.
Secondly, the holographic complexity equals action conjecture [27, 29] looks analogous
to our formulation presented in this paper based on the action (5.21) at rst sight. For
example, the perturbative contribution of the form V 20
d+1 2 was observed in a specic
example in [53]. However, we nd two open issues. In our formulation, the leading UV
divergence follows volume law   (d 1) as it follows from the Liouville action, while
the holographic action proposal leads to the logarithmic enhancement   (d 1) log  [54].
Another point is that for the relevant perturbation
R
0O, we have a boundary contribution
Cbdy which is linear with respect to 0, while we do not expect such a term in the
holographic complexity as the bulk supergravity action does not include any liner term.
This term might be related to contributions from null boundaries.
It will be also interesting to estimate the circuit complexity for perturbed conformal
eld theories and compare with our answers [55]. Refer to [30{34] for computations in mas-
sive free eld theories. To compare with results in the actual AdS/CFT, we need to study
special features of holographic CFTs, which have a large central charge and are strongly
coupled. We expect that they will appear at higher orders of perturbation theory in our
path-integral optimization approach. Finally, it remains to be a very important direction
to work out how to estimate the path-integral complexity for time-dependent states.
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A Analysis of massive free scalar
Here we present a perturbative analysis of path-integral optimization for a free scalar in
two dimensions by employing the results in [38]. We regard the mass term as a relevant
perturbation  = m2 and calculate its contribution to the normalization factor N [e2; ].
Note that since the mass term
R
m22 is not a primary operator in two dimensions, our
results below do not match with our analysis in section 5. Indeed the leading contribution
to N [e2; ] is at O(m
2), i.e. the linear order of .
A.1 Conventions
Let us rst summarize the conventions in this appendix. Consider a free scalar in a two
dimensional space with the metric
ds2 = e2(x)(dx21 + dx
2
2); (A.1)
which is also written as gab = e
2ab. We set the reference metric g0 to be the at met-
ric  = 0.
The standard free massive scalar action is given by
Sscalar =
Z
dx2
p
g
h
gab@a'@b'+m
2'2
i
: (A.2)
We dene the Laplacian as
g =  e 2@a@a: (A.3)
Note also that the at space Laplacian is expressed as 0 =  @a@a. The Green function
G(x; y; g) is dened by
gG(x; y; g) = (x  y)=pg: (A.4)
It is useful to consider the limit x! y of this Green function:
GR(x; g) = lim
y!x

G(x; x; g) +
1
2
log
Dg(x; y)
L

; (A.5)
where L is a renormalization scale and Dg(x; y) is the geodesic distance between x and y.
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Now we introduce the potential (x) for the metric (A.1):
e2 =
A
A0
  1
2
A0; (A.6)
where A and A0 are the areas for the metric g and g0 = 1, respectively.
It is useful to introduce Aubin-Yau action
SAY (g0;) =  
Z
dx2

1
4
0  
A0

: (A.7)
As shown as eq. (3.40) in [38], we nd the helpful relation:
GR(x; g) GR(x; g0) = (x) + (x)
2
  SAY (g0;): (A.8)
A.2 Constant mass
We assume that the mass m in (A.2) is a non-zero constant. We can evaluate the partition
function Zm as follows
  logZm = 1
2
log det( +m2)
' 1
2
Tr log  +
m2
2
Tr[ 1] +O(m4): (A.9)
Therefore the rst order massive correction is given by the dierence:
m2S =
m2
2
Z
dx2
p
gGR(x; g)  m
2
2
Z
dx2GR(x; g0): (A.10)
As shown in [38], we nd (by using (A.6), (A.7), (A.8))
1
A
Z
dx2
p
gGR(x; g)  1
A0
Z
dx2GR(x; g0)
=  1
4
Z
dx20 +
1
2A
Z
dx2e2   1
2
Z
dx20GR(x; g0)
 1
8
SM (g; g0); (A.11)
where the nal action is called Mabuchi action.
In this way we can evaluate m2S as follows [38]
m2S =
m2A
16
SM (g; g0) +
m2
2
(A A0)
Z
dx2GR(x; g0) +
m2
4
(A A0) logL; (A.12)
where the nal term comes from the renormalization.
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A.3 Path-integral optimization: position dependent mass
For our purpose of path-integral optimizations, the mass is chosen to depend on the space
coordinate such that (as in (4.2))
m2 = m20e
 2(x); (A.13)
so that the action is invariant under the scale transformation. In this case we nd that the
rst order change of eective action is given by
m20S =
m20
2
Z
dx2GR(x; g)  m
2
0
2
Z
dx2GR(x; g0): (A.14)
By using (A.6), (A.7), (A.8), we nd
m20S =
m20
2
Z
dx2

(x)
2
  1
4
0

: (A.15)
Note that logL term cancels out in the above dierence.
In this way, for the position dependent mass perturbation, the path-integral optimiza-
tion can be denoted by minimizing the action (notice the relative sign)
N [e2; ] = SL m20S =
Z
dx2
h
@a@a+ e
2
i
  m
2
0
2
Z
dx2

(x)
2
  1
4
0

: (A.16)
The full equation of motion is given by the following non local expression
@a@a(x) = e
2(x)

1  m
2
0
2A
((x)  1
A
Z
d2y(y)e2(y))

  m
2
0
8
: (A.17)
Let us solve this equation of motion perturbatively in m20. We expand
e2 =
1
z2
+m20
2f(z)
z
(A.18)
assuming background metric is Poincare patch. Expanding  = (0) + m20
(1) +    and
A = A(0) +m20A
(1) +    , we have
@a@a
(0) =
1
A0
  1
zA(0)
(A.19)
so we have
(0) =
1
2A0
z2 + Cz   z log z
A(0)
+D: (A.20)
Assuming boundary of AdS has innite volume, and C and D are order O(vol0), then we
can simplify the equation of motion signicantly
(zf)00 =
2f
z
  1
8
: (A.21)
The general solution is
f(z) =   1
24
z log
z
a
; (A.22)
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where a is an arbitrary positive constant. By imposing boundary condition
e2jz= = 1
2
; (A.23)
we can x a = . Therefore the perturbative solution is
e2 =
1
z2

1  m
2
0
12
z2 log
z

+O(m40)

: (A.24)
It clearly shows that the space is squeezed compared with the massless case m0 = 0. Let
us estimate our path-integral complexity. For simplicity we assume integration range of
our path-integral complexity can be limited to the range
  z  ~a (A.25)
where ~a is dened by the condition
e2jz=~a = 0: (A.26)
In the rst order approximation in m20, we have
1 =
m20
12
~a2 log
~a

: (A.27)
Using these assumptions, we can see our path-integral complexity indeed decreases. The
change of our path-integral complexity is
C =  m
2
0~aL
12

3 + log
1
~a2

: (A.28)
This is negative, when 1
~a2
is large enough. This is realized for example when m20 = O(2).
Although these results are expected behavior of metric and path-integral complexity, it is
dicult to compare the above behavior with the AdS/CFT because we are considering a
free scalar eld theory, which is not holographic and because the mass perturbation is not
a primary operator in two dimensions.
Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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